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Predicts Increase in 
MISMO 3.3 Adoption

IDS EVP Mark Mackey recently sat down with reporter Phil Hall of National Mortgage 
Professional to discuss what the mortgage industry can expect in 2015. 

IDS EVP 
Mark Mackey

With the adoption of TRID in August 2015, Mackey said he 
foresaw the GSEs requiring lenders to provide the data files 
associated with documents coming in to them.  As such, 
Mackey explained, lenders may more readily adopt MISMO’s 
3.3 Reference Model, which was released earlier this year.

“Version 2.6 is the main reference model that's being used today,” 
he said. “Version 3.3 is the one that's going to have all the 
new data points that are going to be required for all these new 
changes so you're going to see a lot of companies busy getting 
a file in place for all these new changes because not only are 
the doctrine is changing, you're going to need this new data set 
and updated data set that's going to come through it.”

According to the Mortgage Bankers Association’s February 
announcement, “Version 3.3 of the MISMO Reference Model 
includes new data points and structures related to a number 
of recent regulatory and reporting requirements including 
CFPB’s Integrated Closing Disclosures, HOEPA High Cost 
Loans, GSEs Uniform Mortgage Data Program (UMDP), FHA 

Automated Underwriting (TOTAL Scorecard) and Ginnie Mae’s 
Pool Data Delivery dataset. A strengthened and enhanced 
Logical Data Dictionary (LDD) format is also being rolled out 
with Version 3.3.”

Mackey cautions that implementation of Version 3.3 will 
require concerted effort because a much larger data file is 
required in comparison to the current version. Ultimately, he 
says adoption of Version 3.3 will be beneficial because the new 
standard offers more flexibility.

“I think you're going to see a little more standardization,” he added. 
“The whole purpose of MISMO is to have a standard file, and 

while that may be their mission, it still isn't necessarily always 
the case because each vendor out there has their own approach 
to those files.”

For more of Mackey’s interview with Phil Hall, plus 2015 
predictions from other industry insiders, check out the October 
issue of National Mortgage Professional.



Around this time last year, pundits were foretelling gloom 
and doom for mortgage industry volumes in 2014 as rising 

interest rates forced the market to transition from refinances 
to purchases. However, according to the number of docs drawn 
in the first three quarters of this year, IDS customers have 
seemed to weather the storm nicely.  

From January 1 through September 10, the loan type that 
experienced the biggest jump in volume from 2013 is HELOCs. 
IDS customers have already drawn more HELOC loan docs in 
Q1-Q3 of 2014 than they did in all of 2013. If current totals hold 
steady, 2014 HELOC loan doc draws could exceed those of 2013 
by nearly 65 percent.

IDS customers are not unique in this trend. In his blog, industry 
analyst Rob Chrisman, pointed out that HELOCs were already 
up 8 percent in Q1 of this year, totalling just around $13 billion. 
In addition, an August 31 article in the Los Angeles Times 
stated that homeowners have opened $120 billion in new 
home equity credit lines since August 2013, representing a 27 
percent increase in volume. The article attributes this increase 
to the rise in home prices throughout much of the country.

“Rising home prices have certainly encouraged borrowers to tap 
into their homes’ equity,” said IDS EVP Mark Mackey. “Because 

so many people were able to take advantage of the relatively 
low interest rates over the past few years, they are now high 
incentivized to stay in and improve their existing home.”

Other loan types, however, seem to be holding steady.  
Conventional and FHA loan doc draws increased almost 5 
percent over 2013 volumes during the same period, and both 
VA and USDA/Rural loan doc draws are up around 10 and 17 
percent, respectively.

“During a time of declining volumes industry-wide, IDS has seen 
the exact opposite,” Mackey added. “Our loan doc volumes 
continue to increase year over year, and that’s due in large 
part to steady requests from existing customers, as well as 
business from new customers. At IDS, we strive to make docs 
the least stressful part of the lending cycle, and we’re thrilled 
to be able to assist in our customers’ successes.”

Trends in Lending: 
Rise in HELOCs

“During a time of declining volumes industry-wide, 
IDS has seen the exact opposite, our loan doc 
volumes continue to increase year over year"



are you?
MBA Annual  

IDS will be available at the 
Mortgage Bankers Association's 
101st Annual Convention & Expo 
in Las Vegas on OCTOBER 19–22. 

Stop by BOOTH 243 
to find out how IDS 
is preparing for the 
August 2015 TRID 
implementation.

SAVE THE DATE:

TRID
webinar

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
10:30 a.m. MDT

Want to be alerted when registration 
becomes available? Contact Jonathan 

Johnson at jon.johnson@idsdoc.com to 
get on the list.
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